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I. IMIRCDUCTION 
In 19U9 Mayer and Jensen (1,2,3,li) independently invented the shell 
model. During the next several years, Jahn, Flowers, Elliott, and others 
(5,6,7,8,9,10,11) developed the shell model in a notable series of papers. 
In this series th%r elaborated Uie techniques for constructing angular 
momentum coupled wave-functions, and for calculating matrix elemeats of 
various potentials with these wave functions. In 19^7, Elliott and 
Flowers (12) applied these techniques to a calculation of negative parity 
excited states of 0^^. They assumed that these states were composed of 
a particle in the 2s-ld shell and a hole in the Ip shell. 
The Elliott-Flowers calculation can be described as a "classical" 
shell model calculation. In 1959, Brown and Bolsterli (13), and Brow»», 
Castillejo and Evans (lU) made particle-hole calculations for singly-
closed and doubly-closed shell nuclei. They calculated energy levels 
and strengths of the 1" levels, from which they deduced a general shape 
for the pliotonuclear giant dipole resonance, IJhile some of the essentials 
of their calculations were the same as those of Elliott and Flowers, they 
used the formalism of many-body theory. This enabled them to use 
Koopman^s Theorem In order to relate the experimental energy levels of 
neighboring nuclei to the unperturbed energies of particles and holes. 
Thus they were able to find the diagonal matrix elements of the particle-
hole interaction directly from experimentally determined energy levels 
and binding energies. 
There is one other aspect of the problem that Brown and co-workers 
were able to treat with some success. While quite sophisticated methods 
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are often used for excited states in shell model calculations, the ground 
state is usually very simple. In 0^^ it would be an inert core, and in 
17 0 ' an inert core end the lowest state of the additional neutron. However 
there are certain effects which indicate that something else must be 
happening, Tne quadrupole moment is larger than one w@uld calculate it 
to be for these simple ground states, and the E2 transitions to the 
ground state are considerably enhanced. This is usually taken to mean 
that something of a "collective'* nature is going on. In physical terms, 
it means that the core is not inert. Before Brovm^s work, people tried 
to deal with this by introducing configuration mixing into the ground 
state (15,16,17), or by assuming that the external nucléons are weakly 
coupled to collective modes of the core (18,19,20), The work of Brown, 
Evans, and Thouless (21) is done in the context of the many-body problem, 
so they are able to include this collective effect in the ground state 
naturally in their calculations. They use the notion of "ground state 
correlations", which was originally introduced in order to deal with the 
ground state of an electron gas. This phenomenon is analogous to vacuum 
polarization in quantum electrodynamics. The ground state correlations 
here involve the creation of virtual nucleon-hole pairs, and virtual 
collective quadrupole states. The ground state correlations lower the 
energies of the low-lying collective states, enhance the E2 transitions, 
and help to exhaust the energy-weighted sum rule. 
In "classical" shell model calculations, many-particle wave functions 
are constructed by coupling single-particle wave functions according to 
their angular momentum, and then matrix elements of the residual inter­
action are taken between these wave functions. Finding the matrix 
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elements involves, first, the angular momentum recoupling coefficients. 
For four angular momenta these are 9-j coefficients. For five they are 
12-j coefficients. And second, one must usually employ coefficients of 
fractional parentage (c. f. p.). Because of the recoupling coefficients 
and ttic c. f. p., for three particles this technique is cumbersome, and 
for four particles the labor begins to be prohibitive. Therefore the 
classical shell model is usable only near closed shells, or closed sub-
shells. 
During this same period there developed a model of the nucleus lAich 
is very different in viewpoint from the shell model. This model, the 
collective model, can be said to complement the shell model (22,23,2li, 
25). In this model the nucleus is thought of as a quasi-rigid bocy that 
is vibrating and rotating. The unified model adds particles moving in 
the potential created by the collective core, and therefore the energy 
levels have rotational, vibrational and particle character. In the 
singjlest possible picture, the rotational levels are much more closely 
spaced than either the particle or vibrational levels, and one speaks 
of rotational bands of an axially symmetric rotor built upon vibrational 
or single particle levels. These rotational bands are sometimes referred 
to as K4)ands, since th^ are classified according to K, which is the 
projection of the angular momentum along the nuclear symmetry axis. 
Sometimes K is not quite a good quantum number. Then the bands are not 
entirely clear-cut. This situation is known as band-mixing, and it is 
possible to interpret it as a departure from axial symmetry. 
Since the collective model does not treat individual nucléons, but 
rather treats the nucleus as a whole, one would expect the model to have 
it 
its most marked success where there are large numbers of nucléons outside 
a closed shell. This has generally been true in the past. Thus the 
regions of applicability as well as the fundamental viewpoint of the 
collective model complement those of the shell model. 
In the late fifties, Elliott (26,27,28) developed a shell model 
which showed distinctly collective features; it held the promise of being 
a bridge between the collective model and the shell model. In the Elliott 
model, the wave functions are classified according to the group SU^, One 
should notice that this work took place before SU^ received its notoriety 
in high energy physics. The unperturbed Hamiltonian used is that of 
the isotropic three diiaensional harmonic oscillator. This is the starting 
point of many shell model calculations. The wave functions are classified 
according to the symmetry of the particles, using the group U^, where n 
is the angular momentum degeneracy of the shell. The wave functions are 
also classified according to the symmetries of the oscillator quanta, 
using the group SU^, In the Ip shell, each particle is created by a one 
quantum creation operator, so the classifications of particles and the 
classifications of quanta are equivalent. That is, in the Ip shell the 
Wigner model (29) and the Elliott model coincide, 
is a subgroup of SU^, so it is possible to find the represent­
ations of contained in a particular representation of SlI^, This is 
equivalent to finding the angular momenta, or L values, contained in a 
particular representation of SU^, This decomposition brix^s out a band 
structure of the type which characterizes the energy levels of the 
collective model. The basic SU^ states are constructed so that a 
deforming potential is diagonal in this representation. This is a 
s 
deforming potential which is proportional to Y20, and is of the type 
used by Milsson, So then the Elliott model becomes very similar to the 
asymptotic limit of the Kilsson model. 
Only the space part of the wave function is classified according 
to SU3. The apin-isospin part of the wave function is classified 
according to the representation [f], where [f] denotes the particle 
symmetiy of the space part of the wave function. Since only the space 
part of the wave function is classified according to SU^, and since 
only the space part of the wave function is projected out, the calcula­
tions can involve only 5=0 states if one is to use states which are 
eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum. If S 0 states are 
coupled to the space part of the wave function, certain changes are 
necessary in the projection integral. These changes are small in prin­
ciple, but large in practice. There are other methods of taking into 
account S / 0 states in computing matrix elements between states of 
good J. Some detail on the nature of these methods is included in 
Sec. IX. 
The Elliott wave functions are not particularly easy to deal with, 
but th^ involve no angular momentum coupling, so the algebra, while 
still very long, is nevertheless manageable, A classical shell model 
calculation with, for instance, eight particles, would be unthinkable. 
The Elliott model, on the other hand, has already been used for an eight-
particle calculation. It is also possible, as we shall see, to find 
two-body matrix elements for these wave functions without using coeffi­
cients of fractional parentage. 
There have been particle-hole calculations, using the Elliott model. 
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for 0^^ (30), for 0^® (31), and for Ca^*^ (32), The only one of these 
calculations which uses the Elliott formalism for computing matrix 
elements of the residual interaction is the calculation of Brink and 
Hash for 0^^, Their residual interaction is a pairing potential devised 
by Brink (33). The purpose of the present investigation has been to do 
a particle-hole calculation, using the Elliott formalism, for Ca^^, In 
the Brom model, the diagonal matrix elements are found from experimental 
levels, the energy matrix of the basis states is computed and diagonal-
ized, and the results are absolute energies. In the present calculation, 
we assume that a particle-hole excitation, containing several degenerate 
configurations5 occurs a certain distance above the ground state. The 
residual interaction removes the degeneracy, and gives the distance in 
energy that the various configurations are from the degenerate particle-
hole excitation. The residual interaction used here has been the KK 
potential. More will be said about this potential later. The general 
aim of this calculation has been a testing of the potential of the model 
in this particular application. There are knovci to be collective 
excitations in the excited states of both 0^^ and Ca^®, These are most 
likely produced hy excited state wave functions of non-spherical symmetry. 
The Elliott model, which gives the rotational structure of energy levels 
rather naturally, should have a reasonable chance of reproducing the 
level structure of these excited states, lilhat follows will have something 
to say about how good this surmise actually is. 
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II. THE POIENTIAL 
There are two main factors that enter into a shell model calculation: 
the coiqjling and the potential. In the past, primaiy attention has been 
paid to the coupling, and the part of the potential influenced by the 
coupling, i.e., the exchange mixture. The radial potentials most often 
used have been the Gaussian and Yukawa potentials, because these poten­
tials are simple and well-behaved, and the integrals involved are rela­
tively easy to calculate. They are especially easy to calculate if one 
^uses a Gaussian potential and harmonic oscillator wave functions. 
The conventional potentials, Gaussian and Yukawa, are well-behaved 
up to the origin. But we know that this cannot be quite right. The 
form of the residual interaction should be fairly similar to that of 
the nucleon-nucleon potential, and we know that nucléons do not inter­
penetrate, This is expressed in terras of the potential by using a hard 
core. Thus a potential with a hard core is inherently more realistic. 
However, calculations with a hard core involve certain difficulties. 
In particular, in perturbation calculations all the matrix elements 
become infinite. For this reason the hard core is not generally used. 
Moszkowski and Scott (3li,35) have shown that the difficulties 
associated with a hard core could be avoided, Th^ considered a potential 
with a hard core and an exponential outside it (Fig, 1.1(a)). Then Mosz-
kowski and Scott divide the potential into two parts: the short-range 
part and the long-range part. The short-range part (Fig. 1.1(b)) consists 
of the hard core, which is strongly repulsive, and thé deepest p^t of the 
exponential well, which is strongly attractive. Together these two 
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parts cancel. That is, thej?- produce a zero phase-shift. The point of 
separation betifsen the short-range and the long-rangs part of the 
potential is knc-zi as d, the separation distance. The regaining part 
of the potential is the long, range part, (Fig, 1.1(c)), Beyond the 
separation distance, "i is an e^zponential. Inside the, separation distence 
it is zero, I'oszko-ski and Scott sho'-red that v. produces 90?? of the #1» I VFIIM •• 
binding energy in nuclear natter, and that it is a quits reasonable 
appro:^ i-ation to use just the Icng-range part of the potential in nuclear 
structure calculations„ 
So ncH it becc~es possible, in effect, to use a hard core potential, 
and still, by using , to calculate the r.atrix elements of the pertur­
bation with a potential that is -'ell-behaved near the origin. This siakés 
the calculation r-uch easier, Kallio and Xolltveit (36) t-:ere the first 
to apply this potential to a particle-hole calculation. They calculated 
the lc"->lying negative parity levels of 0"^ , using parameters for the 
potential -rhich Here fitted to lo*; energy data for the n-p system (37). 
Tp.'Z potential is 
V = i(3Vt * Vg) + g(Vt - Vg) Ci. C2, (2.1) 
i-ihere the radial dependence is given by 
= r>c (2.2) 
OC , " & 
c = 0./4. fm, and the other pare:eters are given by 
Ak(MsV) c<k(farl) d%(fm) 
triplet k75.0 2.$21k 0.923, 
singlet 330.8 2.ao21 1.025^ 
9 
d 
"T? 
(b) 
Fig. 1.1. The Moszkowski-Scott separation of the potential 
into a short- and a long-range part. 
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For VI, the radial dependence is given by 
. Ak 0-
Vk r >dk (2.3) 0 . r 
Since there are no free parameters, the agreement between their calcu­
lation and experiment is quite impressive. This potential has also been 
used by Engeland and Kallio (38), Engeland (31) and Bozysovicz and 
Sheline (39) as the residual interaction in nuclear structure calcu­
lations. There is a more realistic hard core potential, devised by 
Hamada and Johnston (Uo), which fits nucleon-Aucleon scattering up to 
315 MeV, It is 
V - Vj t Vt Si2 * VLS(L'S) • Vu_I.i2. (2.k) 
where 
3(5i*ï)(^'ï) ^ ^  
S j 2  •  — — — ^ ( 2 . 5 )  
LI2 • (ôfi*^)L^ - ^ {(aj^»L)(a2*L) + (^*L)(^^)} 
"{^LJ * ((^1'%)} " (L'S)^, (2.6) 
Vg - 0.68(^) (fi'Tg)(ai.a2)Y(x)n + aeY(x) • bcY^(*)], (2.7) 
V-j. - 0.08(^)(^«1^)Z(x)[l + a^(x) + b^^(x)], (2.8) 
VLS - pG^Y^(x)[l + bLsY(x)], (2.9) 
4 
^LL" I^^LL Z(x)[l + ^ LL Y(x) + buL , (2.10) 
p. - pion mass « 139.U MeV - (l,Ul5 fm)"^ 
M •* nucléon mass. 
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i 
Vu • 6,73, 
X • inter-nucleon distance, in units of 
Y(x) » e"*/x, (2.11) 
Z(x) - (1 + 3x-^ t 3x"^),,Y(x). (2.12) 
The hard core radius is x* » 0.3U3n."'^ = 0.^82 fm. And a^, be, a-j., bj, 
®LS» GlL> b^L have specific values depending on the four spin-
parity states. It is evident that lAile this potential is more accurate 
than the KK potential, it is also somevhat more difficult to work with. 
Therefore, we shall consider the latter. 
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1 
ni, INTRODUCTION TO SU3 
Since the Elliott model is based on the grotg) SU^, it is appropriate 
to discuss how this group enters the picture. One can write annihilation 
and creation operators for the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic 
oscillator as 
'• (3-1) 
=%* -jâF&i ' ,, ' (3-2) 
Since theoreticians generally do not like to work with so many physical 
units, some words are generally said over them to,make them vanish. One 
set of words is "for m "U-l". Another set is "using reduced units, 
so that Xpgjj • X, Ppgd " and then not writing the »red« 
If one of these incantations is used, and a particle index J is added 
to the notation, then the annihilation and creation operators become 
ax*(J) " - iPxj)» (3.3) 
^xCj) " (3*4) 
The commutation relations for these operators are 
[ak*(k), ai^(l)] - 0, [a^(i), a^Cj)] - 0, [aji(i), a^Cj)] "^kl ^ij 
k,l " x,y,z. 1 and J are particle indices. (3*5) 
One can form nine bilinear combinations of these curators, 
A 
a^*(j)ay(j). 11,V = x,y,z (3.6) 
From the commutation relations for the a*s, one can derive commutation 
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relations for the A^ys: 
(3.7) 
The nine constitute a basis for U^, the group of all three-
dimensional unitary matrices with complex coefficients. One can write 
the representations of symbolically using Young diagrams: 
(3.8) 
fl% fg hf, 
These ejqjress the symmetry of the wave function under the exchange of 
oscillator quanta. We would like to consider instead the group SU^, 
which consists of all the three-dimensional unitazy unimodular matrices 
with complex coefficients. We then have the equivalence of Young 
diagrams: 
-lîi. 
4 % (3.9) 
Thus we need only two numbers to label the representations of and 
these are usually chosen to be Is and n, as defined by 
fl-fg •A, 
fo - li. 
(3.10) 
lit 
There are nine of the There are three of the type 
These are nuinber operators that' count the number of quanta in the x-, 
y-, and z-directions. The other six operators are of the type 
Axy°^x"''®y* act on a state lAich has one quantum in the 
y-direotion. 
AxySy* |0> = ax"^ jO> = a** |q) . (3.11) 
This produces a state •with one quantum in the x-direction. Thus the 
A^ can be thought of as "transfer" operators. 
The three operators A^, Ag^ mutually commute^ so we can label 
states using these operators or a linear cocibination of them. We choose 
to use a particular linear coii±»ination of them; 
Qq = ZAgg - (3*12) 
Aq " 2^A}0C " -^"yy)* 
Anaicjous toA„ one may also write 
'o 
A+ = Axy, A_ . 1^. (3.13) 
Ihen AQ, A_ form a basis for an SUg subgroup of SU?. We assume 
that the total number of quanta, given ty 11, is constant, and we consider 
only the eight remaining operators: Qq, Aq, aM the six transfer oper­
ators. These operators generate the group SU^. The basis states may 
then be labelled as 
Cf C(;iii)£ Ai;], (3.1U) 
If 
where 
Qo(f " f ^  , 
- A(A+i)(p, (3.15) 
A.if-W. 
It is possible to find a physical interpretation of the eight SU^ 
operators if particular linear combinations of them are chosen 
A 
V "  V "  ' - y ^ j )  -  | L z ,  
j^l 
where we used Eqs. 3.3 and 3.U. Similarly 
^ " ^ zy " 
Aax • Axz " 
(3.17) 
2^22 *• " ^yy " ^o> (3.18) 
+' |C(A)cz i. 
|C(Axx - ^ ) 1 ^(fxy + ^ )] " , 
(3.19) 
The Lq are coi^onents of the angular momentum, in nuclear co-ordinates. 
We can name the eigenvalue of " LQ by Writing 
K - < L o). (3.20) 
The Qq are operators lAich are vexy much like mass quadrupole Operators: 
^2q( ^ ^  ^ 2q(^p* fp)] * (3i21) 
Wiere the arguments of the ^ [dierical harmonics are the polar angles of 
I 
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r and p. In fact, because of the symmetry of the oscillator Hamiltonian 
with respect to momenta and co-ordinates, within an oscillator shell 
this operator is the mass quadrupole operator. In order to convert the 
mass quadrupole operator into aii electric quadrupole operator, one usually 
1 -inserts the operator ^  (1 +T^), whereT3 is the z-component of the 
isospin, into the sum over all the particles under consideration. 
Since = 0 for T"0 states, the Q„ will also be the electric 
1=1 ^ ^ 
quadrupole operators for these states. 
Qg plays a special role in this scheme. One can see from Eq. 3.12 
that QQ represents the excess of quanta in the direction of the synsnetxy 
axis over the number in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis, 
the x-y plane. So QQ is in some sense a measure of the deformation. In 
fact, one can see from Eq. 3.21 that QQ is proportional to Y20, so Qg 
actually is the deforming potential of the Nilsson model. 
The A operators form a subgroup of SU^, as has already been men­
tioned. In fact, it is apparent that these operators transform quanta 
only in the x-y plane, and indeed th^ form\the SU2 subgroup lAich 
consists of unitary unimodular transformations in this plane. There is 
a well known homomor^ism of Rj with SUg, and this can be made clearer 
here by certain definitions. One defines 
Ajfy " A +, Ayjç " A (3*22) 
"*^0* (3*83) 
A+-y\jj+iAy, 0,2k) 
17 
f (4x% - -Ayy) Y" 2^  ^; (3o25) 
/\2^= /\(A + 1)Y, (3.26) 
uhers A ^  ^'y" 
= Ao(Ao + 1) + jyK&xy. (3.27) 
Tîizîi cne finds the familiar cczzutation relations 
[/LjAyj = i/y ar.d cyclic (3.28) 
and 
l u  =  A , _ / \ .  ( 3 . 2 9 )  
Jest as there ars only certain cLlczzd vj.lu2S cf I-I, the projection 
of in the 2L ? 1 -ci~3nsicn-.l enta tien cf so in SU^  there 
are cnly certain valLLj of £ and A ;per:_itted in a representation (^  p.). 
Elliott has giv^^n t::^ vays cf finding these 6 and A. 
First Rule: 
rcr a given (A c can tahe the values 
 ^= 2A-i- [i,, 2/i V -»A (3*30) 
For each € 
y\ = f^2A -2^-6 v^2/-2^-C| * 1 
r._n|g(2/i -> k[x -€), A(2^  -f- UA -i-e )j, (3.31) 
iVo special cases of this rule are 
18 
A~ M' ^ " ^max 2^ 
(3.32) 
A = for 6 = fain = - %-2p.. 
Second Rule: 
£ = £jj - 3P -39, ^ fj ° 2 A + [J, 
(3.33) 
A c A H + - ^ q. A jj =» ^ 
0^ p£ A 
0 ^ q£ [J, 
It is evident from either rule that for the (A O) representations, there 
is a unique value of A for each value of 6, 
There are only certain representations of that are contained 
within a given representation of SU^. There is a rule which gives the 
appropriate representations of R^ for ary particular (^pj, but it seems 
more illuminating to first present some examples. ¥.e can start by 
considering some special cases of the (Ao) representations. The (^O) 
representations describe the unitary transformation properties of a 
symmetric tensor of rank A in three-dimensional space. For example^ 
the (00) representation describes a scalar, and the (10) representation 
describes a vector. If we rephrase this in terms of angular momentum, 
and its representations Dj^, then the (00) representation is said to 
contain only an S state, DQ, and the (10) representation contains only 
a P state, D^, The rule for a Kronecker product of angular momentum 
representations is 
19 
Dl X " D^t+L + * °|L^-L| • (3.3ii) 
which is just the familiar triangular rule. The Kronecker products of 
the representations of SU^ are found by the well known rules for tableau 
multiplication (5,Ul). 
Blow we are prepared to consider some particular examples. First 
we combine two particles in a P state. 
The SU^ product is 
(10) X (10) = (20) + (01). (3.35) 
The product is 
Di X Di = Do + Di + 02. (3.36) 
(01) contains as does (10), So the representation (20) contains 
DQ and D^, Now we combine a Ip particle and a Ip hole. The products 
are 
(10) x(01) = (11) + (00), (3.37) 
Dj_ X » Do + Di + D2. (3.38) 
Dq is contained in (00), so the representation (11) contains D^ and Dg. 
It is possible to continue this process, and from this a general rule 
emerges; we introduce a quantum number K, For the representation (^ p,), 
K = min{^,ii,\ , min [ A -2,... 1 or 0, (3.39) 
Then 
L « K, K+1, K+2,..., K + max (A#), (3.kOa) 
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except that for K = 0, 
L « icsx f \ , max[A,ii^ -2,.., 1 or 0. (3.U0b) 
Thus this rule gives all the L values contained in the representation 
(An). A particular example of this is the representation (62). Here 
K » 0,2. For K = 0, 
L - 0,2,1,6. (3.bl) 
For K " 2, 
L = 2,3,1,2,6,7,8. (3.U2) 
One can interpret K as the component of angular momentum along the axis 
of symmetry of an axially symmetric nucleus. Then the L values in Eqs, 
3.U1 and 3.U2 are exactly the L values that one finds in the rotational 
hands of an axially symmetric rotor, except that here the bands cut off 
at some maximum L value. This does not occur for the levels of the 
quantum mechanical rotor. 
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IV. THE WAVE FUNCTION 
The x-jave functions of this model are formed by the coupling of a 
particle to a hole, so it is necessary to know which SU^ representations 
classify the xjave functions of particles and holes. A particle in the 
N-quantum shell of the isotropic oscillator has M quanta, so the Young 
tableaux representing the syimetry of the ivave function of the particle 
will have IJ boxes. The diagram of highest symmetry is the completely 
syKEietric diagram, which stands for the representation (KO), Hence we 
assign this representation of SU^ to the one-particle wave function in 
the N-shell. 
It has been pointed out above that in the Ip shell the Wigner scheme 
for symmetries of particles and the Elliott scheme for symmetries of 
quanta are equivalent. So let us use the Wigner classification in order 
to determine the correspondence of particles and holes. In the Ip shell, 
the diagram for one particle is simply • . In the SU^ notation this is 
(10). One hole in the Ip shell is equivalent to eleven particles. The 
Young diagram for this is 
TTTt (4.1) 
There is a maximum of four columns in this diagram since the conjugate 
diagram, which classifies the spin i-spin part of the wave function, can 
have at most four roifs. Then one applies the equivalence 3.9 for SU^ 
to reduce this diagram to the simplest SU^ diagram. Thus 
22 
(L.2) 
In SU^ notation, Y is (01). So in the Ip shell one particle carries 
the representation (10), and one hole carries the representation (01). 
One can establish that this result holds in general5 that is, that 
exchanging and p, is equivalent to exchanging particles and holes. 
Therefore, the xra,ve function of a hole in the Ic-shell would be classified 
according to the (ON) representation. 
Let us consider an example. Me denote the which label the 
basis states within a representation by ,8. A hole-particle state in 
0^^ would consist of a hole in the Ip shell, which would be classified 
according to the (01) represen-tat ion, and a particle in the 2s-ld shell, 
vjhich would be classified according to the (20) representation. Then 
the particle-hole wave function can be x-jritten as 
^ ((20)^1, (lO)p2j(A|i)P> 
Pl,P2 
X |p(20).Bj_)>/h(0l)p2) • (^-3) 
The coefficients ^XZO)^^, (10)^2!(%K)P) are SU^ coupling coefficients. 
They are known as SU^ Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. These coefficients 
are defined hy 
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I 
=» ^ ^ '^#1) ^  1(^X2^2)^2^2 p.)f A-gv} 
^AI^I 
 ^ X lex ]}i 1)^1^2 2 I ex 21^2^  ^2  ^^^2^* 
(U.U) 
The coefficient 
i'^iC'A 2^.2)^.2^ 2 ^2 !('X|i)6A^^} 
can be factored into 
^  ^ ^ 2 ^ ^  ^  2 r ' ' 2 ) ^ 2 ^  f f  ^  A ^  .  ( i | . 5 )  
since R^ is a subgroup of SU^. The first coefficient is an ordinary 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for R^. Among other places, these are 
tabulated in Rose (ii.2), Condon and Shortiey (ii3), and the Reviews of 
I4odern Physics (hh) where a very convenient numerical table appears. 
The second coefficient is an SU^ coupling coefficient uith the 
y -dependence removed. Because of the II , it is knom as a double-
barred coefficient. Since there are a great mary fewer of these than 
of the full SU^ Clebsch-Qordan coefficients, the double-barred coeffi­
cients are mat are usually tabulated, DeSi^art (U^) calls them iso-
scalar factors. 
Just as algebraic tables of R^ coefficients are identified by-
citing jg in {JiiUji jgmg i , so algebraic tables of SU3 coefficients 
2U 
are identified by citing (A 21x2) • There are several algebraic tabu­
lations, but the notation used for labelling the basis states in SU^ 
is by no means standard. Phase factors are almost never the same, 
Hecht (J4.6) derives some of the techniques necessary for calculating 
these coefficients, and tabulates theia for ( ^ 2^2^ ^ f (ll). This 
is the only table which uses Elliott's notation for SU^» Pandit and 
Mukunda (ij.7), using a notation oriented tox'jards elementary particle 
applications, derive and tabulate coefficients for (^2^2^ ~ (30), 
Moshinksy (M) derives a general formula for ( ^ 2^-2 ) ~ (^0), where n 
is any positive integer. However, his particular labelling of t-^e 
basis states of the representations makes comparison with any other 
coefficients very difficult. 
In the present work it is necessary to have the coefficients for 
( A2!J'2) ~ (02), (30), The first can be derived from the ( 21^-2^ (20) 
coefficients given by Hecht, The second set must be calculated starting 
from first principles, I'Jhat this involves will appear shortly. 
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V. CALCULATION OF THE SU3 COEFFICIENTS 
The first step in calculating the SU^ coefficients is deriving 
recursion relations for the coefficients. These come from the matrix, 
elements for one of the transfer operators and for the Hermitian con­
jugate of the operator» A convenient choice for these operators is 
and A^^. The matrix elements for these operators are given by 
Hecht (1:6). Th%r are 
l( ^  Av)* = f[( ^  p.) ^  A k» ] 1 ( ^ li.)( é: - 3)( A + V + (5«1) 
+ f[(^n)^;, - (A-^ l)v]l(^ti)(^-3)(A-'|)(^'^ + ^ )/' J 
A j( A {i)^^ f[( "A |j.) ( ^ +3)5 - (/\ - 1)] (5.2) 
X i ( A ^ )( 6 +3)(A -g) ("g^ - •^)} 
+ f[( Ap.)( 6 + 3)^ - (A'^2^(v- l)]l(A[j.)(é+3)(A-;|)('|^-*2)/' p 
where 
f[(An)gAv] = (5.3) 
(/[ ^ -11/ + i)(/\ -y 1 1(2 - li - ^ ^ )) (A + 2 + j(9i + 2p, - j^)) 
X ('^(2^+|x+-|'^) -A) 
(2a+ 1)(2A+ 2) " 
The recursion relation for A^ is derived by operating on Eq, U.U 
with 
4x2^^)' (5.1i) 
The recursion relations for Axz and an^e, respectively, 
f[(;\iJL)gAv] <f lAi ivi; f gAg iv2f(Ap.)(6 - 3)(A+ + i)> 
+ f[( A ( a":" 1) > -g 2^2 '1^2 ! ( ^ P-) ( ^ ° 3)(a - ^)') 
" f[aini)(ei + 3)(Ai --g)] ((^1 + 3)(Ai 
•'• fC(!^l!Xi)(^l + 3), - ( Ai J ("I Vj^ -'|)] + 3)(A2^ + loci' 1 " i)» ^ 2^2 i'^2 •1^) 
+ f[a2i^)(^2 +3)(/l2 --^)(§i;2 "&)] (^2 +:))(A2 -&) l(:Xp)(A^^) 
+ f[a2P'2)(^2 -^3); - ( A 2  1* (^2 +3) ( A 2  +i)('^^2 
F[( ^  + 3)F - ( A ^) ( V " 1)] 2^2 '^'^2 ^ 3 ) ( /\ -!' 'I ') (^'V " -•)/' 
+ f[(9iw.)(^+3)(A-^)(v- 1)] <6iAi i^19^2^2 3)(A.^)(§i;"§)) 
+ f[( 1^-1)^1^2); jl] - 3)(Ajl 2^(2 ^  1 '''" 2^» ^ 2^2 ? ^''2' 'I 
+ f[ ( A 2^ 2^  ^ 2» "( A2 1) 5 ^  2^ 1^1 2 ^1^ ( ^ 2 " '-' •|)(-| ^ 2 'î* ^) I(^ lx)cA ^  
+ f [ ( X 2^-2) ^ 2^2^ 2^ ^1^1 ( ^ 2 - 3)(A2 - 2^ ('^^2 
(S.6) 
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These equations are not directly useful since none of the coeffi­
cients are in standard form. Also, the full SU3 coefficient appears in 
these equations, and xje would like to compute the double-barred coeffi­
cient, Equations 5.5 and 5.6 can be made suitable for direct use by 
first factoring out the -dependence, as has been done in Eq. and • 
then shifting the basis labels, éA^V, so that one of the coefficients 
is in standard form. When the V -dependence is factored out of Equations 
5.5 and 5.6, we get, in a slightly different notation than that used 
before. 
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Then Eq. 5.7 can be shifted to obtain 
Ag, A+ ^ 
f[(A ti)£Av] 
A lA 
2^1 2^2 ^ -I- ^ » 3, Ai 4- ^ ^2^2 ^ - 3) A+ 2 
"I" fC ( A |x) é = ( A + 1), V ] 
^"C( A61 A-^ \ 
/Ai4 /I2 A~-| "Aili-I 9\ 21^-2 }\p. 
1^1 1^2 
^A, 
2^1-1 
2 ^-i-l/U] ~ 3, Ai + I SgAg e - 3; A- i 
+ f[( f 1> - ( Aj^ + 2)X V 2 " 1)] 
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a, + i a 
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And Eq* $.8 can be shifted to obtain 
f[('X|i)6, ^  (A+ 1)1 
+ f [ ( A p.) ( (A-^i) ( V - 1)] 
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^ V2 1 » .g 
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(5.11) 
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The general coefficient is 
'( (A2112) (^3^-3) _ 
£ j_A-j ^ 2^2 ^ 3^3 
A i'ew x*«>rdiJ ncod to bo 3aid about t-îïù notafciori £n thio ooeff îoîent.^  &ftd 
the range of values that the parameters can take» ( A 21^ 2^  if ill be some 
specific set of nuzobers. In our illustration ue set ( iX2M-2^  ** (20). 
We set ( Aim) = (A[J.), and x-jrite ( in terms of 'X and p,. The 
permissible values of ( can aluays be calculated, once (^ 2t^ 2^  has 
been specified, by tableau multiplication x-jith the product 
X ( 912%)' ( A2!-i2^ ~ (20) J 
("A [i) X (20) = ( A + 2, y,) -r ( A - If -^ ( "A - 2, a •>- 2) + ( ^ , [i - 2) 
-> ( ^, p, -i- 1) (9i*i- 1, fi, - 1). .(5.lU) 
In our illustration xjs let ( = ( A 2, p,). 
There are also selection rules for € and A, 
ACAiAgA^),  or  (^ . IS)  
^1 e A3 + Agg A3 + Ag - 1, . . .  ^  I A3 - A2 I . 
From Eq. 3.30, 
^ 2 2 ^ 2 ^  k^2; 2^2 P-2 " ^ > " ^ 2 ~ ^(^2" (5.16) 
For each é g, the Ag are those allox-fed by Eq» 3»31 or Eq, 3.33. For 
the representations (NO), A has a unique value for each value of é , 
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We set c = € A = and then' 
f = c H - 3P - 3q, êjj = 2^3+^13 
A = A H •''• "gP - fïj ^ H " 2 ^ 3 
(5.17) 
vjnere 
(5.18) 
^  * * "  . ^ ^ 2 ^ 4 0 4 ) ^  [ J , *  
.%G prcoedurc is to fix ( to soiae arbîtrazy value, fix ( 
at one of its peruiitted values, and then calculate coefficients for the 
various values of c 2; A2, and A2 that arc permitted, Within this 
^2^2 . 
cor..to:t, a cosfficierit can be written as C s where /X^ is expressed 
in terras of A3 = A. Thus in our case, a particular coefficient would 
4 A 
be C ... .1, , If one plots è2_vs, A^ - A, then a picture of the coeffi­
cients can be drai-zn» Tiiis picture is actually the weight diagram for 
the representation. For the (20) representation, the picture is 
-21 
A , - A  
-! 0 ( 
Fig. 3.1. Weight diagram for the (20) representation of SU3, 
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There is a coefficient at each comer. Each of the (MO) repre­
sentations exhibit this pyramidal shape^ and the similarity in shapes 
betrays a similarity in the method of calculating the coefficients. 
The starting point in the calculation is those coefficients for 
which p = q => 0, In the example, these are the coefficients 
where 
(5.20) 
In analogy to Eqs, (5.1?) j we can vrrite 
é'iK='2A-i-p. = 2(/-î-2)-î-ij,-.li = € ^  
" I 
(5.21) 
When 6 2 ^ lE^lUs according to the rules of Eqs,. 5<.l5 ^2^2 
must be LO. So 
(5.22) 
is a possible coefficient. 
In analogy to Eqs. 5.17, we can wite 
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-3p, 
« A 1 1 (5»2;>) 
Then it is possible to determine which other non-veziishing coefficients 
there are for eA " thzt cK = 1, p = 0-, or c< = 0, j3 = 1. 
Then 6 2 A2 = 6^ - y, = Aj^ + 2, and € g Ag = ?-??, But 
^ 2H " ^ ^ 2 + P-2 " Neither (X nor p can be larger tbsn zero» There 
is another way to look at this. In the (20) represcalation, the next 
lowest weight after 62 A2 10 is € 2 ^2 " -f' —^ = 
% Ah 2* ^2 ~ ^  smallest possible 
choice for 62. This establishes that Eq, 5.22 gives the only possible 
non-zero coefficient for ( = (A 2, ^ A= 
From the unitary property of the full SJ^ coefficients, and the 
unitary property of the coefficients, we can establish the unitary 
property of the double-barred SU^ coefficients. Thus 
So 
,2 
^ip-i 20 
^IH - 3°^ - 3P, A^h + •!« - £ 2 Ag 
20 ^ + 2, |x^ 
— le 
(^.2!f) 
. 1 A ' 
to within a phase factor. We chose the phase such that the coefficient 
in which ^ IH^IH? € A " is positive (sad real). 
When ('A2f^2^ ° (^2®^^ this convention uniquely specifies the phase. 
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When 2 ^  0 and [12 f 0, more than one coefficient with 
and 6 A = f h^H can occur. Then an additional phase convention is 
needed, but since we never encounter that case in the present work, we 
do not consider this additional convention. 
We should consider the <sA = ( coefficients for a less trivial 
case, ( = ( A, n + 1), in order to demonstrate one additional 
technique. By techniques similar to those used above, we can see that 
in this case, the only coefficients that are possible are 
c(oo) = / 20 a, n + r 
{6jj-1,AJJ-| l| 
(5.26) 
C(10) 20 
Uo 
A, H + 1 
(5.27) 
where the notation for the coefficients is C(o< p). 
We let 6 2A2 " W; ^ 1-^1 " - 1, Ay - ^  in Eq. 5.8, and we 
find that only two terms are non-zero. There is a far easier way to 
evaluate the f functions than by using the definition given in Eq. 5.3. 
One can express the f function in terras of the p and q, which determine 
£ and A, as follows: 
1 
i)(x-p)(n*2->p) 
(2A + 1)(2A + 2) 
(5.28) 
f[(3i^)€, - (A+ l),v] -
2 a (2 a + 1) 
(5.29) 
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Then, when the f functions are evaluated, we find 
0 « JIc(lO) + J2 C(00). (^.30) 
and normalization gives 
C(00) 0^ 
-X + 2 
C(10) 
H 20 IX + 1 
"I 4 
^ ^ li 20 Ai n + r* 
UO 
* 
(^.31) 
(5.32) 
One can note that Hecht (L6) has devised a general procedure for 
this. He writes 
C(o<p) - G(o<p) C(00), (5.33) 
where 
G(o(p) = ( - 1) CXi -o^)î(n " P)E(p.i + 1 + + iJ-i + 1 - P)î 
. '^lio^îPî (m-I + 1 + 0<)K^1 + 1^1 + 1)1(^2 ~ 
()i 2 " ^  ^ I ^ 2 " ^  
1 
^•Z 
r^l+^2** + p. -
[( A1 + ^2 P-l -A+l'-a):(9ii+!)^2 "•^ + iJ-l-iJ'"*o')i 
( A 2 + ^2 * V-1 "A + 1 - + ^2 * M-l "M-
f ^IW 20 
C(00) 
i^lH^lH ^2^2 
(5.3it) 
(5.35) 
and 
iiO 
 ^2E " ° 2. " 30"# ($.36) 
The range of the integers oi and p is set by 
0 ^  o< ^ ^ 2 + ^2 " ^  '"' P" "" (5.37) 
0-^^^(912 + ^ 2 - ^  + 2p.2 - 2|i) 
This process will generate the coefficient at the top of the 
pyramid for which p = 0 and q « 0, or ^ ° ^ h> Ay. We call thi-s^ 
coefficient C^®(p = 0,q = 0), or simply C(00), Then the next task is 
to find the general coefficient, C(pq), given the "first" coefficient, 
C(00), For this, it is sufficient to find recursion relations relating 
C(p+l,q) and C(pq), and C(p,q+1) and C(pq), These will look like 
C(p+l,q) = a C(pq) (5.38) 
C(p,q+1) "= b C(pq) 
where a will depend on p, and b will depend on q. By iterating these 
equations, one finds 
C(pq) = A C(Oq) (5.39a) 
C(pq) = B C(pO) (5.39b) 
where A depends on p and is independent of q, and B depends on q and is 
independent of p. Then Eq, 5.39b can be rewritten as 
C(Oq) = B C(00). (5.W) 
So 
ill 
C(pq) - A C(Oq) - A(BC(00)) " A B C(00). (^.1:1) 
In our example, where ^ ^ (^31^3) = ( 'A 2, p), 
we can set ^ 2^2 " ( 1 = 6 - 1^, => Ay in Eq. 7y snd then 
only two of the six terms arc non-zero, snd one obtains, after the 
f functions are evaluated. 
(p + 1)( A + 2 - p)(u. + 2 + p) 
2AH+ 2 
/ 20 ^ -î- 2,{2 
(p + 1)(^ - p)(tJi + 2 + p) 
2AH^-2 •^H " '^T-T 
20 2,ii 
Lo 
Eq, 5.i(2 can be re^rritten as 
C(p + l,q) Oi - p 7. + 2 - p 
1 
? C(pq). (^.W) 
This can be iterated to yield 
C(pq) ( ^ + 2 — p)( 'X + 1 — p) 
ex + 2)( A +1) c(oo). 
In a very similar fashion, Eq. $»10 can bs used to find that 
iT 
C(pq) ( 'X + fjL + 3 - q)( ^  +tj + 2 - q) 
( A •!• {i 3)( ^  2) 
C(0), 
Sines It has been shown above that C(rn) = i, it is then clear 
that 
c''0(pq) ( A + 2 — p) ( "A + 1 — p) ( ^ + u, 3 - 2 - q) % ( ^ + 2)( ^  + 1)( A + li + 3)( A p 2) 
U2 
This study has only considered the SUj coefficients where 
( ° (KO). In this case^ the weight diagram has the form of a 
triangle g or a pyramid, T;:e coefficients on the "sides" of the weight 
diagram are comparatively easy to obtain. These are the coefficients 
marked with a, cross in Fig» 3.2. 
Fig, 3*2. The "side- coefficients for the (30) representation. 
The symbols and scales are explained in the text. 
One of the recursion relations for is used, and with proper values 
of 62^ A2, ^ 1, Ai only three terms are non-zero. One of these terras 
contains the desired coefficient* The other two terms contain the 
coefficient iraaediately above the desired coefficient on the side of 
the weight diagram. It is apparent now that this is a chain calculation, 
and that the coefficient at the top of the pyramid is the one that must 
be determined first. 
One illustration should make this a little clearer» On the right 
side of the digram one uses Eq. 11, For ^ 2^2 ~ 1^ 
; this gives, after the f functions are evaluated. 
13 
(q -!• l)(a - q)( n + 3 - q) 
2A(A -i- 1) 
^ (pq) 
(q -> 1)0^ - q)( ^ V 1 - q)l2 ( ^ + 10, + 1 •=• 9) 
2A(A -i- 1) J f "A + p. + 3 - q). 
i2A 
il 
1 ^ 
^ c^+ 1 (p,q + 1). V 
^ (pq) 
(5.U7) 
l| 
0ns csa then solve for C •, (p,q + l). This is straightforward algebra, 
A- -
If 
-,1 
2 
Then^ uhsn asking the conversion to C ]_(pq), it is necessary to remember 
2 
that A is also a function of p and q. The result is 
= _ r2q(LL -i- 1 - q)( ^ V 2 - q)( ^  + 1 - p)( A + + 3 - q) 
A-J- ^ ^ ^ 2)( 'A -i* 1)( + M, + 3)( + ix + 2)(2 A + 1) 
(^.18) 
The procedure on the other side of the diagram is very similar, except 
that there one uses 5q. ^ .12, 
This leaves only cne case that has not been dealt with yet, and 
that is the coefficient "inside" the diagram. In the (A 2^-2) ° (20) 
mm'? 1 
case there is only one exsiaple of this, C"^ . In this case, Eq, $,11 
will give foLr non-'jcro teriiis. Ti;o will contain 
1 1 
C 2 f '..'ill ccnt&in , and the fourth will contain C"|^. That 
A'>'| A-f 
is, in general, referring to Fig. 3.3, 
Uli 
Fig* 3.3. An "inside" coefficient for the representation (30). 
The crossed coefficients are used to derive the circled 
coefficient. 
the circled coefficient csn be calculated from the two nearest coeffi­
cients above it in the weight diagram. In the example, we let 
6 2 A2 = l-|j = £ - I5 A-, A - 'I in Eq, ^ .11 and obtain, after 
considerable algebra. 
2 A U A -> 17 
1 
L 
r2(qr •!• 1)(^ - q)( ^  p, 
- ?) 
3 q)(.u, <• 1 p 
4" . 
2A + 1   I (^+p. + 3-q) 
2p( A + 1 - P)(n -> i 
 "A -i- [i  
where we have used 
(5.50) 
U5 
4") ' - LA . 1)1' 
Then the final result is that 
C-21/ \ = _ : P)( ?! tià ^ ° ûh 
[ ( /\ + 2) ( A +1) CÂ [1 "i" 3)( + p. 2)2 (2 A 2) J . 
(S.^2) 
All the coefficients for ( ^ = (20)g (^3113) = ( ^ -^ 2,jj,)^ are 
tabulated here, along with the cazplete set of coefficients for 
( 9l2^2^" (30)5 (^3(^3) = ( 9i 
There remain several general coiziients about these coefficients. 
For ex2^2) ~ each representation p.) in the rùronecker product 
^ O'^O) occurs only once. As seen as both A 2 snd ^ 2 sre non­
zero, representations in the cross product uill begin to occur laore than 
once. This complicates life considerably. Let us consider the 
( 9^2^-2) ~ Ù'«0) coefficients again» '.he coefficients on the border of 
the weight diagram are ali-zays products of temiSo The coefficients 
inside will also be products for the rs^rasentations ( ^3^3) = ( 1 , 
or ("AsP. - I'J). But for other representations, bilinear sums begin to 
appear outside the square root sign, and the formulas lose their neat, 
co.icise appearance. 
Table 3,1, Double-ba 
/ 10 
16,Al f/g fA/ 
(XV) 
L coefficients for ('Xgp.g) 
€ •2'X* + p.* — 3p — 3ct 
( "X + i,n) 
égAg - 20 
A, - A 
€ 2 ^  - - 1^ 
Al - A-1 
fC 'X + VI + 2 - q)( ^  + 1 - p) 2 
. ( )i + 1)( + Il + 2) 
( "X + n + 2 - q)p(ti + 1 + p) 
( >> + Il + 2)( + 1)(2 A + 1) 
^aAa - - 4 _ 
Al- A+l 
( ^  +  l - p ) ( v i  +  l  —  q ) q  1 2 ^  
(% + 1)(1X + H + 2)(2A + 1)1 
(10) 
( • X -  I,H + 1) 
(p + l)(n. •»• 1 
(n + i)( "X + 1) 
,-|i q) 2 
( "Xjh - 1) 
[(g + l)(n + 1 + p) li 
[(n + 1)( + (1 + 2)1 
( 'X - p)(ti + 2 + p)(n + 1 - q)|2 _ [p(q + 1)( "X + 1 - p) 
(li + 1)( X + 1)(2 A + 1) r-f (n + l)('X + |i + 2)(2A + 1) 
(p + l)q( X + (1 + 2 - q)[2 
(H + 1)( X + 1)(2A + 1) 
Ru + 1 + P)(tx - q)( X + n + 1 - q)1g 
[ (n + 1)1 X + (A + 2)(2A + 1) J 
kl 
Table 3.2. ^CXix) f Aj^,(20) fg A2 II ^ ('XV*^ " ( "X + 2,p.) 
( ^  +  2 - p ) ( ^  +  1 - p)( "X + H + 3 - q){ \ * \i + Z - g) 
{\+ 2)i \ + 1){\ +  v i  +  3 ) ( ' X  +  n  +  2 )  
62A2 - 4 
a^ - a + ^  
2q(p, + l-q)('X+2 - p ) ( ' X + l - p ) ( ) ^  +  ^ t  +  3  -  g )  ( 2  
(•X+2)(X +1)('>\+h+3)(^+ix + 2)(2A + 1) 
^2^2' ^2 2p(|X + 1 + p)( ^ + 2 - p)( "X + n + 3 -q)(X + \i + 2 -  g )  2  
A ^ - A - -  L  (  ^  +  2 ) (  A  +  1 ) (  7 k  +  j i .  +  3 ) (  A  +  n  +  2 ) ( 2 A  +  1 )  
É 0 Ao " -21 1 
rq(q - l)(p, + 1 - q)(w, + 2 - q)( A + 2 - p)( "X + 1 - p) 
a^ - a+1 ( "X + 2)( "X + l)('X + |i + 3)('X + n + 2)(2A,+ 1)(2 A + 2) 
ÇgAg - -21 
a^ - a 
2p(ti + 1 + p)q((x + 1 - q)( "X + 2 - p)( X + n + 3 - q) 
(9^ + 2)( X + 1)( X + p, + 3)(X + p, + 2)2 A(2 A + 2) 
^ 2 ^ 2 "  rp(p - l)(|i + 1 + p)(n + p)( X + p, + 3 - ?)( X + |i + 2 - g) 
[  ( X  +  2 ) ( ' X  +  l ) ( X  +  n  +  3 ) ( X  +  n  +  2 ) 2 A ( 2 A  + 1 )  aj_ - a -
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Table 3.3. (continued) 
\ " A- 1 
3P(P - L)(ti + 1 + p)(p, + p)( ^  + 3 -p)('X + p + L-q)(% + |i + 3 -q)(X-»n. + 2 - g) 
( 'X + 3)( X + 2)( "X + 1)( X + ii +U)('X + H+ 3)( "X + li + 2)2A (2 A + 1) 
S'^2 " " 
• A+1 
"q(q - i)(q - 2)(p, + 1 - q)(M. + 2 - q)(n, + 3 - q)('X + 3 - p)( X + 2 - p)( A + 1 - p) 
a + 3)(X + 2){\ + i)( X + lA + U)( X + p, + 3)( X + |i + 2)(2A + 1)(2A +2)(2A +3) 
2 ^2 ^2 3q(q - l)(p. + 1 - q)(n, + 2 - q)p(|j. + 1 + p)( \ + 3 -p)(X + 2 -p)(Xv + p,*L - g) 
" A+ ^  . ( X + 3)( X + 2)( X + 1)( X + n + U)( ^  + n + 3)( 'X + + 2)2A(2 A + 1)(2 A + 3) #-
^ 2 ^2 " " ^2 r3p(p - l)(tJi + 1 + p)(n + p)q(p, + l-q)(X + 3-p)(!X+n+L-q)()^ + H * 3 - g) ^ 
= A-- [(X+3)('X+2)('X + l)('X+p, + U)('X + ix+3)(X+|i + 2)(2A-l)(2A+l)(2A+2) 
£ 2 Ag " - 32 
Al = A -1 
p(p - l)(p - 2)(p, + 1 + p)((x + p)(tx - 1 + p)( 'X + + It - q)( 'X + p. + 3 - qKX 
(X + 3)('X + 2)(^ + 1)('X + n. + U)('X + ii + 3)('X + n + 2)(2A - 1)2A (2 A +1) 
+ H + 2 - q)"l 
 1 J 
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VI. CALCULATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
With the SU^  coefficients at hand, the xcave functions can be com­
puted. The next step is to calculate natrix elements of the residual 
interaction. The nethod used here is that described by Elliott and 
Harvey (28), For a particular representation (?i|j,), the (<?(6/\v) are 
not the only possible basis set. Another possible set io '^ (KU'I), 
where L is the angular momentum, M is its projection on the s"s>ds, and 
K may be interpreted as the component of L along the syzmetry exis of 
the nucleus. Let H = (^  p.). Then there are two relations between 
the V' snd the y (28). The first is 
of R^ . That is, it is the matrix representation of the rotation operator 
which transforms a :-j9.ve function to a rotated system of co-ordinates 
according to the equation 
) Lp jX (If )dJl-. 
r 
J 
D^ (JL) is the rotation matrix for the 2L-^ 1 dimensional representation 
(6.2) 
M 
R is the rotation operator, and is the rotated wave function. The 
is defined £y Elliott as 
d|j^ (P), (6.3) 
where d, p,t are the Euler angles of the rotation, and <i^ (p) is given 
by Rose (ii2) or Edmonds (U9). 
Si 
The definitions used by Rose (1;2) are 
-  <LM!e-» .% I lk ) ,  
(6.W 
(6.^) 
ana 
yzL(LK) = 
M 
(6.6) 
That is, the of Rose is equivalent to the (A) of Elliott, 
The a(oKL) arc coefficients v;hich are functions of Ok, [x, K,  L, 
and they are given Dy 
[ j  
2îr n2 
do(e iKof sin^c/ cos^"^o< 
% ^  d(cosp)cos "^ JB dj^ (p) 
/-I 
1 
(6.7) 
CO ( Û ) is the leading state, that is, the state of highest weight, for 
the representation o - (9^  p.). In other words, 
19 (Ï) = ipCWt') (6.8) 
where éjj and are defined by Eqs, 3.33. Y ) is the rotated 
leading state. Equation 6.1 projects out the '^ ( H KUi), for all L values 
contained in :he representation p.), using only one state from the 
basis, the leading state LpilS), 
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He then operate on ( Y KU-'l) with a central potential, H. Since 
K is invariant with respect to rotations, we can take it inside the 
integral unchanged. Further, H = , Thus 
r 
2L + 1 1 
W^CKKLM) - j ) KjLiPfL ( ^ » (^»9) 
ÎÛ0W 
H A- (6.10) 
So we turn our attention to Hcp( If ) , 
v'Je again use the notation ,6 = éA V , and we expand HY( ^ ) iii 
terms of a complete set of basis functions U) ( If'p), 
H(p(y)= 
' 
y-p 
xvnere 
h(2l,Y:w=(if)(L-§)|K|cp(n). (6.12) 
The (.p ( % can be expressed in terms of their leading state 'ifi ^  *) 
by using lowering operators ?( û "p, L), which will be functions of 
If ", p, and also the angular momentum L. Thus 
Y(Y:p)=F(Z3p, L)ip((f:), (6.13) 
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KY(^)= DyClf*) (6.11t) 
T;\6 
= Z(Zh( K:p)F( If'p, L))(p( If:) 
?: P 
(6.1^) 
"tf • 
where 
G(l(y%L)= h^(2^ ,%f°;)F(Y:B^ L). (6.I6) 
P 
It should be ezphas ized that Q is an operator. 
Kot-i let l's expand G( Y X ' > L)^  ( l^  KLK' ) in the complete set of 
basis states . '^  ( "S XLK). 
% D^kD'KLK') 
= E(?(YKLX), G(Y ^  % L)';^(TfKLK'))'^(lfXLK) 
K 
= YI(^|G(lflf%L)|LK')^(^KLK) 
X 
= LXK=)':j;(DXLK), (6.17) 
X 
where 
g(yy % LXK') = (Lxl G( If L) I LK') . (6.18) 
How ve can cciisider the second equation relating the and 
the (.0 : 
y)( 0") a(K*K:L')Y(l)^K:L'x'). (6.19) 
The a( are the sa-ne coefficients appearing in Eq, 6.1 and defined 
by Eq. 6.7. Tnus, using Eqs. 6.1^ , 6.17, and 6.19, 
Hcp(A) =/_,&( Tf:X:L:)G( ? y:, 
zr: 
K(L: 
a( ?3K:L»)g(Yy UK'-KO'^C "ïî «KSL'K»), (6.20) 
K:L: 
K« 
= y s(lf:X:L:)g(YZf),L:X"X:)l^(y:K:LiX"). (6.21). 
I-
K:Li . 
X". 
Then^  co:riini;*.g this vjith. Eq. 6,9, we get 
H'^(yXLZ.I) ^ &('ywu)g(Y y:, UK'W) 
y: 
X'Li 
X" 
X )D|^(JL)ljyjl(Y«X:L»X")dA. (6.22) 
îîai'j 
lD:(y:X3L:X':)= 
M: 
So the integral is 
^5. 
( DJJKC/L ) ijj il( Tf*K*L«K»)d-a 
M* 
= XJ  ^^  'K«L«M« ) ^  ^  LiL K^"K' (6.2U) 
M» ^ 
Then 
2L + 1 I Hlf(TfKLM) - a(K:K:L:)g(yyUK'W) 
at 5 KL; ^ t 
K*L 
K»H« 
* 2L rrï ^L'L ^K"K '^("!C*K«L»M*) 
4|~^g(Yy', LM')iy(7f'KfLM), (6.25) 
Ï«K« : 
We can define 
a( Ï - KL) = (- 1) ^  ^ a^( Ï KL), (6.26) 
since this is just a phase factor that may he chosen arbitrarily. Then, 
from this choice of phase, we find that 
4* ( t - KLI4) = lj;(K KLM) , (6.27) 
and we can consider only positive K, and sum over only positive K' 
Then we can further define 
% 
g(vy LKK») " g(V IfLKK») + (- 1) Ï LK - K'), 
K» / 0 (§,28) 
^(Tf Y», LKK») « gClC^», LKK»), K* - 0 
and finally obtain, 
HfCKKLM) " ^ g( If Y ', LKK«)'^( Y «K'LM). (6.2?) 
y*^K'>o 
But the KLM) are not yet the physical states. In order to get 
physical states, we must sum over Ï and K, so that the wave function/ 
depends only on L and M. Thus the physical states are 
lï (LM) « X! Xj o< (YKL)a(ïKL)'^ (7fKLM). (6.30) 
' " Ï K^O " 
A sum of more than one term in either If or K implies a mixing of 
representations, or a K-band mixing. This question will be dealt with 
below. The o^ (^if KL) are a new set of coefficients that it is convenient 
to introduce here. Then the eigenvalue equation we are interested in is 
- En^n(LM). (6.31) 
Then, from Eqs. 6,29 and 6.30, 
(LM) « H Ç ^  o( n( ï'KL)a(-yKL)'4'( TfKLM) 
r r 
- ^ ^^ o<j^ (-ïKL)a(TfKL) H^ C TfKLM) 
-  ^^ 4 ^'K'L) (X (yKL)a(TfKL) X 
, K«2 0 
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, ^  ^ o(n(TC%L)a(lf:X:L*)'9(YY»,U{K:)Y(^*K'LM). 
KS"iO (6.32) 
and 
Enf n(U'l) = En /L if iK'L)a( 7f rK^D^jj ( Ï tK^m), (6.33) 
y Ks>0 
So the eigenvalue equation, Eq, 6.31, becomes 
^ ( ^o(_(YKL)g(yy%LKK:)la(lf:K:L)"y^(Y:K:U'l) 
2%K: ' 
2__. (E^o^_(lf:X:L))a(T^»K:L)'l{^(Y«K:U'I). (6.3l^) 
Or 
y: ,K' ^ 0 ^ ^ 
ol_(TrXL)g(Y^:, LXK*) =EiiO( (Y^KZL). (6.3^) 
V«K^O 
Equation 6.35, then, is the eigenvalue equation that we have to 
solve. There is a set of equations for each L, There are two ways to 
look at the sun in this eigenvalue equation^  One is tha'c. a sun of more 
than one terra, in  ^or K, implies .that g mixes different Ï and K, or 
that the interaction, H, is not invariant under transformations of  ^or 
K. The other is that the physical wave function contains different ,^ 
or K, In certain applications of the Elliott model there is Y-mixing. 
This means that SU^  is not an exact symmetry of the system, Mixing of 
different K is K-band mixing. This is a phenomenon very well known to 
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those who work with the collective model. 
If we omit the ïi's for the moment, the G defined by Eq« 6.16 can 
be •njritten as 
G(L) = ^h:3)F(pL). (6.36) 
Then 
where 
g(LKK:)= (LK|G(L)|LK:) 
= <'LK|^h(^)F(pL)|LI{i) 
= ZH(p)(LK|F(3L)|LK:) 
= Zh(g)Fg(LKK:), (6.37) 
P 
FQ(LKK2) = (LK I F(3L) | LK" ) . (6.38) 
The F( If'SL) are step-down operators for the states cp[(^n)éA 
They csa be defined by 
(p[()K)gA^v] =F[(9ni)^AAy] y)», (6.39) 
where is the leadir.3 state for the representation. Then^  if p, q, 
and r are defined by 
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 ^  ^PI - 3p - 39^  € ^  ^= 2^ -2-
A = AIJ = "gP - ~ (6,iiO) 
•|V = A - R, 
Elliott (28) shoi'js that 
~ {\%fxz "* ^ys^Axx " •'^yy '^ ^)]" '•^•xz f 
where 
K(pqr) 
_ r(^ -p)K^ ' .)K^ + [1 1 - q)2(^ 4. p _ q _ r):({i + p. - q l) 
-(-^i^'DlPSqzrKti + P + DS 
(6.1:2) 
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VII. DETAILS OF THE CALCUUTION FOR Ca^ ° 
Now we would like to consider some of the specific details for a 
particle-hole calculation for Ca^ ^^ . The particle carries the repre­
sentation (30). The hole carries the representation (02), So the 
particle-hole state carries the product representation (30)x(02), Then, 
by well known rules, we,find that 
(30)x(02) - (32) + (21) + (10). (7.1) 
One of these representations will have in it a spurious state, a state 
lAlch represents motion of the center-of-mass. Thus we look for a 
representation lAich will contain only the one state, and this r^ e-
sentation must be the (10) representation, according to ref. 32. 
For the representations (32) and (21), we would then like to find • 
the states lAich are connected to the leading state of the representation 
in the matrix element 
h(p) - (cp(Tfp)l H|cp(?)). (7.2) 
Let N be the number of oscillator quanta present, and Nj, i • x,y,z, 
be the number of quanta in the particular Cartesian direction. Then, 
from Eqs, 3.12, we find that 
Nx + + Ng - N, 
2N2 - Wx - My - ^ , (7.3) 
Nx - ïÇ - . 
So 
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NJ5 - f ( 6 + N), 
K3ç-;|(2N+3V-€), (7.U) 
ïly (2N - 3V - f ). 
Nx Ny 
The "Cartesian parities'* of the wnre function are (* 1) , (- 1) , 
Hz (- 1) , We assume here that H is a central force* Thus H is invariant 
under rotations and parity inversion, and hence H is invariant under 
parity inversions in each of the Cartesian axes. So Ny, Mg 
must be even. Hence we find, first, that 
i i i2,.»«, 
A(3V + € ) - 0, + 12, + 2U,..., 
and from this that for 
A€ - 0, 12, 21*,..., (2m x 6), 
A(|y) » 0, + 2, + U, + 6,..., 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
and for 
A 6 • 6, 16, 30,..., (2m + 1) X 6, 
V) - + 1, + 3, + 5,. . . , .  
(7.7) 
From tiiese selection rules, ve find that, using the notation 
tp • , the relevant states are 
(1) for (An) = (32), the leading state, 
<PH- |811>, (7.8) 
and the other states. 
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Y = (7.9) 
l200)^ |210% |222>, l220>,|22-2>, 
i - 5 I - ij.1 -1)>, I  ~k2 i  y  j  I  -  h2  -  l y  f 
(2) for = (21), the leading state^  
ffj-lsft), (7.10) 
and the other states, 
(p = j - 1 2 iX I - 1 § - ; ! ~ 1 f f) » (7.11) 
Then each of these states is vrritten explicitly as a particle-hole 
stateg using the SIk coupling coefficients* For instance, using the 
notation if = j (Â pyt /i  ^
1(32) 8ll) =. 1(50) 600> j (02) 211 > , (7.12) 
I (32) - h2l)^ ~J^ ' ^ ^  2 ') I (*^2) - 2. 2 ~ 
1(30) -3§§)f(02) . 1§^) . (7.3) 
In order to do the explicit calculation, cne needs to identify the SU^  
states for particles end holes i;ith the Cartesian oscillator states. 
Using tlie ccrc-utaticn relations for SU, tensors, 
I"''-i"..'!''-
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one finds j, for instance ^ that 
1(30) oCO) = 1003)^ (7.16) 
1(02) 211 ) = !020>, (7.17) 
where the stats en the left is 1 ("X jji) c A v)  ^ End the state on the 
right is I Vy « The states i are simply Cartesian, 
oscillator states such as 
^ 8y ,'0> = j 210/. (7.18) 
Then one can ":rlts Eqs. 7,12^  7» 13 2S 
1(32) -811) = j003>IC20), (7.19) 
j(32).l2l) - I1300),'Id) + j'^!2lC^j01l)^ (7.20) 
and the zi&trix elesierrt for p) - (32)^  
h(- li2l) = ((32) - li21 j V f (32) 8ll) 
= <300, 101 I V I C03; C30) 
+ (210^ i VI 003 , 020 > . (7.21) 
Hci-T one cozes to a cc:z:ca problem in shell model calculations; the 
:.;ave functions are in, center-cf-well co-ordinatcs^  a.'_d the two~boc^  
potential is in terras of relative co-ordiziatss» One solution to this 
problem is to transffom the wave functions free center-of-v/ell co­
ordinates to relative and center-of-mass co-ordinat\,aa These 
6h 
trznsforzatîon coefficients may be defined by 
j ) '^'^2yp-2y^-2z y 
"s%;^y%j -"'x "y ^ ^3 ^ ^ix^ly^'lz, %z%y%z} 
X K^IJyKg"^ « (7.22) 
1% ^x^y^s) -s the relative i-rave fcactlon^ j is the center-
of-z&ss uave function, and the transforsiaticn coefficient is 
(n^rn^ng, I -IxP-ly^ lZj %:^2y%3) • Equation 7.22 nay be UTitten 
i.-. a condensed notation^ which vill also be used later, as 
"1^2^ ~ ^ ^ ^ n^ng^ I n % } . (7.23) 
Because of the separability of the probien, the transfonsation coeffi-
cien'ts zazy be factored: 
^ ^Ix^ly^lz ; ^ -2s"2y"22^ 
= (% % i "lxn.2x > <ny Wy I iiiyn2y > C12 Ug ! ni2P2z'> • • (7.2it) 
Thtis the pr:bl32 of finding numerical values of these coefficients is 
a one-dizens ional problem. 
The general solution to the one-dimens ional problem may be witten 
in t:;o fores: 
<' n II I nji n2') 
I 
''2&: 
pn V i-j 
^=0 ^=0 L i! tn - ^)i [ k! 
ÎC 
2^ N! 
(N - k)! 
6^ 
(7.2$s) 
E E (-2%-'"2 
r.2-i r 2:-: n c' 
A _ " I 
I L il J (^2 - J) I 
(7.2Sb) 
where n2 = n + N, because of conser^ /ation of energy. The brackets^  
 ^ I I \ are harncnic oscillator matrix eleaients of Hermlte polynoiriiais. 
For instance, (II %-!{( x i) ] is the raatrix element of the Kermite 
polyncnial of degree IJ-k (in the varicile :•:,) betueen the state j  ^
with a- quanta, and the state {Jl ^  %-;ith i quanta» All of these Kiatrix 
eleDients can be derived frcin the fundczsntal relation 
{n 1 X Im} = ^  ^ j g  S  (7.26) 
The coefficients (n I'J j iiin2^  have been tabulated through n ^  ÏÏ = 6, 
Specifically, for n •:- II - 0,1,2, they are 
<00 Ioo) =1 
^1 ^ 2 
10 01 
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20 
rr 
I I 
^ 
11 02 
I h 
11 
02 n 
Using •che condensed notatici. of Eqo 7.23. the necessary matrix 
elements may be x-jritten as 
(N2N2 I H I } 
(n-,nc: 1 n ;0 {n' U I n-;' no' {n 1 % ! n' } (7.27) 
n»n' 
Since 
(n 5 j H IN' E") = (n I :-I I n' ) < H f T ) = ( n I K n" > S 
Then the matrix elements 
{ n I K 1 n" ) = ( %nyn^ i K i r. /n^^'ng'/ y ""z 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
must be calculated. For certain potentials, such as the KX potential^  
one shculd use only relative S-states. T-oat is^  the only matrix elements 
between spherical k,^ cillator states that one uses are the 
'(ni= 0 I Hi' ni = 0^  matrix elementso this calculation, this means 
that one must transforra fro:3i Cartesian to spherical oscillator states. 
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The spherical eigenstates are 
nlm [râîVPV^. 
1)2 1 
p^e-^L„ '(p'')Yta- (T.30) 
The Yjj^  are spherical harmonics, p • fr, lAere p is the inverse of the 
length parameter for the harmonic oscillator. The 
are Laguerre polynomials, idiich are given hy 
i 
v«o 
with k - " g 
nlm 
Then one may define transformation coefficients  ^the 
equation  ^
I nlm^ - / ^ 
"Xf'^  
nlm 
^nxnyng i 
This expresses the spherical states as a linear combination of the 
Cartesian states. These coefficients have been derived by D. Austi#, 
Th^  are 
*Austin, D., Ames, Iowa, Formula for transformation coefficients. 
Private coiraaunication,- 1966, . 
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r 
1 
(2i 4- l)(i + ry! ri^ l 2 2 
L 2::(n i 4- 1)3 :(l - i:i)-(S^) 
(2(g - j) - i)H(. i)j 
2j(j m - 2j):j: 
/ r, -
/ ~2" 
% V Ty % J 
/"V 
/ -3: '' "y \ / 5c " Y 
2 
P V :: r - P 
(. 1)^ (7.33a) 
lor ziy ? n 
•X • • 
even. 
nd 
nim 
= 0 for 4. ny (7.33b) 
Here (p is the coefficient j,. 
r (n 1) 
r (n -> 1) .[1 (rc - n -> 1) 
(7.3W 
and 
[n] = Isr^ a^t integer- r-ot greater thin (7.35) 
Me inezd th3 izversz of the natri:: of the C-, - but this is 
easily obtainad sizcc the matrix,is uziitary» These coefficients have 
been computed, n = 8. 
These coefficients can be defined by the ecLatica 
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(7.36) 
nto 
So then the oatrix cf ths coe.i'icier.ts car. bs expressed 
as fclicixS for n -- 2j 
niïi 222 op-, 
200 
110 
101 
020 
Oil 
002 
220 
I  •• • -
22-1 22-2 
jé 
rr 
200 
•JI 
0 
11 
J O 
0 
•-J 2 
0 
4 3 
0 
0 
0 
"iî 
If it is not necessszy to trazsfc::: to spherics.! vsBve functions;, 
then one xaay.iise the Cartesian \:^ r^e functions 
r P.-5 
2" Oy! TT 2 
H-^(pz)j 
(7.37) 
t-jhere n — n^  ny n^ i Then, one uses explicit expressions zor uhe 
Hermite polynomials, and evaluates the integrals 
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r 
V(x^ y^ z^ ) = \ V(r; I m ^q(P • JfL 
_ ppvqvs • I x%<îs-
.,pvq-:-s 
0 o 
")dr 
= A(3,q,s) L(p :- q •> s -> 2)^  (7.38) 
wnere 
A(p. q, s) = 
J t 
jja. 
LT.'(p ~ 1)'!W :,?° „ p.cr.s evsîi 
(7.39) 
L(ii) = j V(r)dr, (7.2^0) 
and V(r) is the radial part of ths potential^  
L(n) ic: the irite^ ral ths-t is /cizzatsly co:%3uted, whether one works 
with Cartesian or spherical ijzve fenctionSo In general one needs L(n) 
for n even,, n from 2 to 12c If V(r) is a Gaussian potential^  this 
integral c be evaluated exactly., Plouever^ , if V(r) is a Yukaua 
potential J or a KK potential,.' .then ' one encounters an integral of the type 
.aÛ 
L'ji) = ) r^  g-S^ r'^  dr (7«h.l) 
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One can complete the square and obtain 
• oO 
L(n) " J r" e 
o 
- dr. (7.W 
Then a change of variables yields 
/«o 
L(n) « e I (t - —^) e ^ ^ dt, 
J 2P 
g 
iF 
(7.!|3) 
and an application of the binomial theorem gives 
^ È (-L(n) " e 4K V-
k"0 
tn-k dt. (7.i|li) 
Let 
.00 
S(m) S t^ dt. (7M 
Then 
L(n) - ^ (- S(n - k). 
k-0 
(7.W) 
The S(m) may be divided into m even and m odd, and through integration 
by parts, these may be found in terras of 
S(0) • f e"  ^  ^ dt (7.U7) 
2p2 
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and. 
r oO r2 2 
s(l) = t ^ dt, (7.L8) 
respectively. S(C) is sn error funct-ixn.^ and S{-.) can be done exactly. 
The series in Eq. 7«L6 is an alternating series„ It is possible 
to ESka an order-of-nagnitade estiznate of L(n) by evaluating the integrand 
at several points» Then one compares this iriih the largest terras in the 
sum. It tuirns out that the sun zust be at least five orders of mag­
nitude smaller than its cc.:p:::e:it terms a Thau is, the cancellation is 
very strong ^ and at lec.st five significeat figures arc lost. In terms 
of a computer calculation^  this :iaans that one ziist do a double-precision 
calculation in order to obtain single-preciion accuracy^  If this is 
not done^  and if the calculation is done in single precision^  then the 
result \iill be meaningless. 
This is not a good situation, but there is an eazy i-zay oi..:. One 
can do the integration numerically^  using scaething like Simpson^ s Rule. 
This does not talie very long cn en. electronic ccir.puter, and the accuracy 
is very good» There are fo—idarc integration routines uhich are quite 
good» . .. 
The numerical pai'c of the calculation^  and sozie of the algebra, 
has been coded in FORTPJ^ ûi IV^  and the ocsputat: on USLS run on an IBM 
360/50. 
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VIII. RESULTS 
At the end of a nuclear shell racdel calculation, one is tecpted to 
stand back and ask x-.'hich part cf the calculation vzas r.ost significant 
for the result» The different factors uhich usually enter into such a 
calculation are the type of coupling, j-j, L-S, or intermediate, the 
exchange mixture, the radial potential, the strength of the potential, 
and often there are various other parameters or ratios of parameters 
that are significant* These various factors are varied, usually one 
at a time, and they will influence such quantities as transition rates, 
energy levels, and reaction icidths in different «ays. For instance, 
Lane (50) found that reaction uidths in the Ip shell are relatively 
insensitive to the exchange nixture, but very sensitive to the type of 
coupling, Broicn, Caitillejo and 5va:.., (I4) found that the energy levels 
of 1" states cz-e relatively unaffected by the exchange mixture, but the 
strengths of the levels arc very sensitive to the type of exchange used, 
I^ ilany auth: ;j use the Gaussian cmd Yuka'ca potentials, but there are also 
calculations using more realistic potentials. There are calculations 
by Lee and E. Baranger (51) using the TsbaZcin potential (52), and cal­
culations by Brown and co-^ woL-kers using the Hazada-Johnston potential. 
It is in the spirit of this kind of an inquiry that the nuiuerical cal­
culation involved here has been done in several ways^  x-;ith various 
parameters » 
The radial dependence of the Kallio-Kolltveit potential is given 
(8.1) 
7L 
where k stands for the singlet and triplet potentials. There are five 
parameters, o<g, Ag, and c, to be fitted to four numbers which ' 
describe the low energy properties of the n-p system. Thus the KK 
potential can be fitted to low energy n-p data in more than one way. In 
fact, it is possible to pick a core radius and then fit the rest of the 
parameters to the n-p data, Kallio and Kolltveit used a core radius of 
O.it fm, and their parameters are 
Ak(MeV) 
t U75.0 2.521U 
s 330,8 2.U02I , 
This potential will be designated as KKl in the figures, Moszko^ vski 
and Scott used a core radius of 0,5 fm, so their parameters are 
of|^ (fm"l) 
3.026 
2,772 , 
This potential will be designated as KK2, The calculation has been 
done for both sets of parameters. 
It was mentioned above that shell model calculations are usually 
done with potentials that are regular up to the origin. A typical one 
of these potentials, and that used by Elliott and Flowers (10,12) and 
Engeland and Kallio (38), is the Yukawa potential. It is 
V(r) - VQ . (8.2) 
Tr 
Then the parameters that enter into the potential are V^ , the strength, 
and the range, T , Several calculations were done in which p, the 
Aj^ (MeV) 
t 659.5 
s UU3.2 
inverse of the length parameter for the oscillator wave functions, was 
varied, but T/p was kept constant. This demonstrated something vMch 
may also be shown by changing to dimensionless variables: the calculation 
only depends on the ratio r/p, and is independent of individual values 
of these parameters. Two sets of parameters were used for the Yukai^ a 
potential: 
Vo(MeV) r (fm-1) 
1 - k2,0 1.2p 
2 - li6,87 0.82L7 
The two potentials determined by these parameters will be designated as 
Y1 and Y2 in the figures, 
VJhen one uses the KK potential for nuclear matter calculations, 
only the relative s-state interactions are kept, as explained in Sec, 
VIII, This is done because introducing the d-states destroys saturation. 
The calculation has been done including only the relative s-states, and 
these levels will be designated as "s-states" in the figures. The levels 
have also been calculated including all the other states; these will be 
designated as "all states". 
The length parameter for the oscillator, or its inverse, p, pervades 
the calculation. So it is reasonable that some effort should be spent 
in getting a fairly good value for it, A value for the oscillator 
frequency Which is often used in shell model calculations is 
1 
"(i W a 2(1 A ^ MeV, For A = kO, one finds from this formula that 
P = ,537 fm"^ . It is also possible to use the mean-square radius of 
the nucleus, calculated using harmonic oscillator wave functions. Then 
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) = Sir + §] 
" [M + §] (8.3) 
in the oscillator shell with N quanta, the M-shell. One can show that 
 ^ for a uniform distribution, where R is the nuclear radius, 
1 
R " For Ca^ ,^ Tq « 1.32 fm (53), and M = 3. So 
2 
\ ^0 [w + f], (8.U) 
and one finds that ^  = .606 fm"^ . The calculations have been done 
using both of these values for p. A third value of p, p = 0,U67, has 
also been used in the calculations, in order to show more clearly the 
effect that a variation in p has on the energy levels. 
The levels have been calculated for the KKl, KK2, Yl, and Y2 poten­
tials with p = ,6o6, .537, .U67. The matrix elements of the oscillator 
states have been taken using relative s-states on3y and using all the 
relative i-states. In order to get some pictorial idea of how these 
various changes of potential and parameters affect the levels, it is 
necessary to pick a value for the unperturbed energy of the particle-
hole excitation, since the energies that one calculates are all relative 
to the unperturbed level of the particle-hole excitation. For a first 
approximation we use the value of the quantum of energy of a particle 
excited from one major oscillator shell to the next major oscillator 
sheH. This iiu is usually given 
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1 
hy lilA"3MeV, For A « liO this gives12,00 MeV, Using this value 
of "fî/o, we plot the energy levels, and then we can corament on the 
effect of the vario::is changes in the numerical calculation. 
The effect of decreasing p is shown in Fig, 8.1, Certain sets of 
levels remain almost unchanged. The 2"* levels move closer together, but 
they still center around 12 MeV, The 1" levels shift slightly, but th^  
still remain close together, with a center of gravity around 9 MeV, The 
k" level is generally so high that it is not shown on the figures, but 
it is evident that it comes down, roughly in the same manner as the 
highest 3" level, and the 5" level. The two other 3" levels shift very 
little, and maintain a nearly constant relation to the 2" and the V 
levels. 
Figure 8,2 shows the effect of including all the extra states in 
the calculation of the matrix elements, or alternatively, of leaving out 
all the states which are not relative s-states. When all the states are 
included, all levels tend to be pulled down, with the one exception of 
the 5" level, which becomes higher in energy. The 5" level is also the 
only level that shifts very much in relation to the other states. The 
two lower 3" levels shift slightly in relation to the 2" and 1" levels, 
but they still remain very close to these sets of levels. In general, 
the comparison in Fig, 2 shoTra the predominant nature of the relative 
s-states in determining the energy level values for all but the S" level. 
In Figs, 8,3 and 8,U, the four potentials used here are compared 
side by side. It is evident that so long as the potentials fit the low 
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energy n-p data, as all these potentials do, a change in parameters makes 
veiy little difference. Further, when the Yukawa potential is used in 
the relative s-states, it gives a level structure very similar to that 
found with the KK potential. Including the rest of the states loiters 
the levels and increases their spacing. 
Figure 5 shows the negative parity levels of Ca^ ®, as they have been 
determined from experiment, Erskine (5U) has measured these levels from 
3 to 8 MeV in Ca^ ,^ using the K^ (^He3,d)Ca^ ® stripping reaction. Using 
the distorted wave Born approximation, he was able to find energy levels, 
spins, parities, and spectroscopic factors. This experiment appears to 
be the most comprehensive and thorough determination of these levels up 
to this time. 
For p = ,537, the 5" level and the lowest 3~ level are in good 
relative agreement with the experimental 5" &nd 3" levels at L.L9 and 
3,7U MeV, respectively. So, for this value of p, we can adjust the "fico 
so that the calculated 3" level fits the experimental 3~ level at 3,7b 
MeV. We know then that the level will be in good agreement, and we 
will examine the agreement of the other levels shortly. It is important 
to note that this fitting of "iio is legitimate, since the unperturbed 
excitation energy is the only free parameter in the calculation. The 
potentials used have been fit to low energy n-p data, and their para­
meters are fixed. So the only fitting parameter left is the energy of 
the unperturbed particle-hole excitation, Vlhen we fit the lowest cal­
culated 3" level to the experimental 3" level at 3.7b MeV, the excitation 
energy of the unperturbed particle-hole pair comes out to be about 7.5 
to 8,5 MeV, One can see that this is not an entirely unexpected value 
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ty using an argument due to Brown (lii). One starts by defining 
= particle-shell interactions, 
A 2 •=• hole-shell interactions, (8,5) 
so that 
A2 - Ag == particle-hole interaction with the shell. (8.6) 
Then, if we assume charge independence of the interaction, and consider 
calcium isotopes of mass A, with binding energy E(A), 
E(lil) = E(iiO) + 
E(39) = E(1;0) - Ag. (8.7) 
From Mattauch (5#), the binding energies, in MeV, are 
E(39) = -326.4, 
E(U0) = -3U2.I, 
E(lil) = -350.U. (8.8) 
So 
Aj_ ° - 8.3, 
A2"-I5.7, (8.9) 
and 
Ai - Ag = 7.U MeV. (8.10) 
A comparison of the theoretical and the experimental results in 
Fig. 6.6 shows that the 3.7U MeV 3" level fits exactly. This is hardly 
surprising, since this level is fit to the experimental level. There 
are other levels that fit. The 5" level at k*h9 MeV is very close. The 
1" level at 5.90 MeV is fit fairly well, though quite a bit better with 
some potentials than with others. The 2" level at 8.I16 MeV and the 3" 
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level at 7.70 MeV are usually fit fairly well. There is clearly no 
experimental level which corresponds to the calculated 1" level which 
usually occurs at about 3 to ^  MeV. There is a calculated 2" level 
which occurs at about 7.5 NeV. IVhile there is no experimentally observed 
level corresponding to this theoretical value, at this energy it seems 
quite likely that it may be noted in the future by a different reaction. 
For the Y2 potential, using all states, the 5"^  2", and 3" levels fit 
very well, and the 1" fits fairly well. If one then includes the 3.7U 
MeV 3" level, this means that there are seven calculated levels below 
9 MeV which can be directly compared with experiment, and five of these 
agree with quite reasonable accuracy. Since there is only one fitting 
parameter employed here, this can be considered good agreement. 
In Fig, 8,6, was adjusted in order to make the 3"* level fit the 
experimental value, and good agreement was obtained in this way. However, 
it was pointed out that the value of iîu is not entirely arbitrary, since 
it can be shown from the binding energies of the calcium isotopes that 
the excitation energy of a particle-hole pair in Ca^  ^should be about 
7.L MeV, If this value is used for ino, then one obtains the levels of 
Fig, 8,7. In the KKl potential, the 5" and 3" levels are slightly high. 
The 2" level at 8,14.6 MeV is fit very well. In the Y2 potential, the 
level is slightly low, and the 2" and 3" levels are about 1 MeV low. 
However, it should be remembered that for this particular set of cal­
culated levels, there are no free parameters. All the parameters are 
determined from oqjeriment. When this is considered, it can be seen 
that the agreement is reasonably impressive. 
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K. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, the energies of one particle one hole excitations in 
have been calculated, using an SU^  classification for the intrinsic 
states. The model used has been essentially an L-S coupling model, so 
that in order for the final states to be eigenstates of the total angular 
momentum, J, the states must have S=0. The method of Elliott (28) has 
been used in calculating the matrix elements. Five of the seven cal­
culated states which permit experimental verification show very good 
agreement. There are several calculated states which are at higher 
energies than the limit of present measurements. And there are a number 
of states in the experimental spectrum which do not appear in the cal­
culated spectrum. The ways in which these states might be calculated 
will be discussed shortly. 
We should note that the final physical wave functions which are 
obtained here are the-ij'^ (LM). However, one ejqDerimentally measures 
not L, but J, L = J only if S = 0, So, as mentioned above, we have 
computed levels for the case where S = 0. For some nuclei, which are 
known as ot-particle nuclei, this is a reasonably good approximation. 
In these nuclei the value of the binding energy per nucléon rises quite 
abruptly, and it turns out to be just slightly more than the binding 
energy per nucléon in an -particle. This occurs for all the cX-particle 
nuclei up through Ca^ ,^ including Be®, 0^ ,^ Ue^ ,^ and Thus, 
for these nuclei, the L-S coupling scheme, with S = 0, should give a 
good first estimate of the energy levels. Calculations carried out on 
0^ ,^ Ne^ O, and have confirmed this conjecture, and the author 
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believes that the present work confirms the conjecture for Ca^ O. 
When we wish to consider J, as well as L, then the projection 
quantum numbers must be relabelled. We consider the projection of the 
various angular momenta on the nuclear symmetry axis. The projection 
of L, the orbital angular momentum, is Kj^ . The projection of S, the 
spin angular momentum, is Kg. And the projection of J, the total angular 
momentum, is K. Then, as before, for the representation (9k n), 
+ = min , min - 2,..., 1 or 0. (9.1) 
And 
L = Kl, Kl + 1,.,., Kl + max( ^ ,jj,), (9.2) 
except that for = 0, 
L = max {'AjU,}. , max {x,u,} - 2,.,., 1 or 0. (9.3) 
Also, 
Kg =  S ,S -1 , . . . ,  -G .  (9,h) 
K takes all the values consistent with the conditions 
K = + Kg, K > 0. (9.2) 
Then 
J = K,K + 1,..., K + max( A,p), (9.6) 
except that for •= Ks ° 0, J is odd (even) only for 
(-1) -l(+i). For the representation (32), the possible J values 
are given by the following tables. 
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S = 0 
K 1%, 
0 0 J - 1 3 
2 2 2 3 U 5 
S = 1 
0 0 J = 0 2 
1 0 1 2 3 U 
12 1 2 3 U 
2 2 2 3 U 5 
3 2 3 L ^  6 
Total 13 5 6 5 3 1 
There are several irays of arranging the calculation so that the 
final vave functions are eigenfunctions of J. One method, which is a 
direct extension of the method of this paper, is described by Elliott 
(56) and Harvey (57). We have considered the case in which the orbital 
angular momentum, L, is projected out of the intrinsic function. In 
this extension, given by Elliott and Harvey, the total angular momentum, 
J, is projected out of the intrinsic function. And now the intrinsic 
function couples orbital and spin angular momentum. The coefficients 
involved in the projection integral change, but they can be easily 
calculated. However, the matrix elements of the lowering operators are 
now taken between states 1 JK") , rather than j . So the matrix 
elements are now 
<JKj F(PLS) I JK') , (9.7) 
This is a significant change, since the calculation of these matrix 
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elements is a large part of the labor involved in the calculation, and 
all these matrix elements are different from those in the L-S formalism. 
One should also note a series of papers by Koltun^  Banerjee, 
Levinson^  and Meshkov (28,S9,60), They use a method which is very close 
to that of Elliott; but by no means the same. One might say that it 
parallels Elliott^ s work, at a reasonable distance ai-jay from it. The 
papers are instructive, since they include a great deal more detail than 
Elliott does J especially in the problem of evaluating matrix elements. 
The mere length of their formulas is sobering^  But the papers are 
especially notable since they eventually get to a basis in which J is 
a good quantum number, and Koltun evaluates the matrix elements of the 
L'S term in some detail. Again, this is not a method which can be 
applied directly to the formalism of the present work, but it is a 
feasible method for further investigation. 
It is also possible to do a Eroi-;n model particle-hole calculation 
involving matrix elements in a j-j basis. Then one can compute trans­
formation coefficients between this basis and the SU^  basis. This is 
the method used by Engeland (31) and Horie and Ybkozawa (32). 
The moral of this discussion is that spin cannot be included in 
the calculation as an afterthought. The inclusion of spin, which also 
means the possibility of including a spin-orbit force, and of having 
states with good J, alters the formalism in such a fundariiental vzay, 
that spin has to be put in at the beginning. Several i-jays that this may 
be done have been mentioned above. It seems likely that including spin 
is a significant refinement of the calculation. 
Of course, the negative parity states are not the whole story. 
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There are also two-particle two-hole excitations, which would give the 
positive parity states. The diagram of the experimental levels makes 
it clear that these states must be taJ^ en into account in a reasonably 
complete calculation. However, it is also clear that this is a much 
larger calculation. The representations.that occur in two-particle 
two-hole excitations may be found from the product 
{(30) X (30)} X ((02) X (02)} , (9.8) 
or from the product 
{(30) X (02)} X {(30) X (02)} 
- {(32) + (21) + (10)] X {(32) 4- (21) + (10)} . (9.9) 
The most important of the representations occurring in these products 
are probably the (6U), (72), and (80) representations. The sum over 
€ in Eq. 6.35 has been fully carried out in the present calculation. 
This meant that the sum was carried to £ -12. In the most important 
two-particle two-hole representations, £ -18, and é -21; exist, and it 
is not obvious that the corresponding terms are small and therefore 
ignorable. But carrying the sum over f this far would involve enormous 
labor in computing the matrix elements of the lowering operators. There 
are also problems of coupling, and of obtaining the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, which are by no means restricted to a matter of mechanical 
technique. And there is one further problem which might be mentioned. 
There have been two-particle two-hole calculations done in the Kartree-
Fock formalism; that is, the Brown model. These calculations should 
give absolute energies. That is, the energies of the excited states, 
with reference to a zero ground state, should come directly out of the 
diagonalization of the energy matrix. However, both Brink and Nash (30) 
and Boiysow£cz and Sheline (39) have found that their calculated energies 
need to be lowered by some 17 MeV in order to get reasonable agreement 
with ejqperiment. Thus the two-particle two-hole states certainly have 
great significance in the energy level structure of the nucleus. 
There is a further reason for calculating the two particle two hole 
states. It does seem reasonably clear that the l" state from the (10) 
representation is the spurious state, but this is rigorously true only if 
the ground state is a pure state. There can be mixing of the two particle 
two hole states in the ground state. That is, the ground state can be 
"correlated". In this case, the spurious state would spread over several 
representations, and this would cause a shift in some of the energies. 
It was mentioned above that there are two calculated states, a 2" 
and a l", idiich fall within the energy range of the experimental results, 
but idiich are not seen. It would be interesting to compute the reduced 
widths for (He^ ,d) stripping for these states. Then, if these calculated 
widths were small, it would be clear why the states were not seen. If 
the widths were large, however, this would strongly suggest a discrepancy 
between calculation and experiment, since then the states should be seen. 
Also, since there exist measured widths for stripping, it would be sig­
nificant to calculate the widths for all the states derived from the 
SU3 calculation. This tests quite a different aspect of the wave func­
tions than the energy calculations, 
A further area of possible Investigation is the computation of 
radiative transition rates, Th^  are also a somewhat more sensitive 
test of wave functions than are energies. There are certainly enough 
9U 
examples of wave functions which fit the observed energies within 5 or 
10% and yet give transition probabilities that are in error hy orders 
of magnitude. Thus, it would be very instructive to use the wave func­
tions for the states that are fit well, calculate transition probabil­
ities, and compare these with experimental values. This is certainly 
the next test that the model should face. 
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